Besame
Cosmetics
Case Study
Drive Amazon Sales
Through TikTok
influencer Campaigns

Learn how Besame 

saw a 273% increase
in new to brand customers

on Amazon in 2 months.
Swipe to see the case study

and download our guide,

"10 tips for Amazon 

influencer marketing".
Dowload Here

Influencer Marketing to Drive Amazon Sales

Investing in Influencers

TikTok
Influencers
› TikTok has a global audience of

+1 billion active users.
› Nearly 80M monthly active users
are located in the US.
› Gen Z makes up over 60% of
TikTok's user base.
› 61% of TikTok users are female.
› 49% of users said TikTok has helped
them make purchase decisions.

@gabis_vintage

TikTok influencers can Drive Amazon Sales
by featuring products in videos and
directing their audience to purchase them
on Amazon either verbally and/or through 

a link in their bio.
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Influencer Marketing to Drive Amazon Sales

Investing in Influencers

Driving 

External Traffic 

to Amazon
› Benefit from Amazon Flywheel Effect.
› Boost BSR and Organic Visibility.
› Benefit from Higher Conversion Rate.
› Benefits from Amazon Affiliate Program.
›

Offset Rising Costs of CPC.

Why drive external traffic to Amazon?
In the last few years, Amazon has demonstrated a clear focus on encouraging
sellers to Drive External Traffic to the platform. At Envision Horizons, we have
seen that driving external traffic appears to be rewarded by Amazon's algorithm,
bringing longer-term benefits. There are a number of ways to do this, including
running advertising campaigns and using social media. However, one of the
most effective ways to generate external traffic is through influencer marketing.
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Drive Amazon Sales Through Tik Tok influencer Campaigns

Besame
Cosmetics

› For their first Amazon-specific

a premium beauty
brand, was
interested in
testing influencer
marketing for their
Amazon channel.

› Influencers directed viewers to "shop

campaign, they selected 5
influencers to create TikToks
featuring 2 best-selling products,
their mascara and lipstick. 



Besame on Amazon" through a link in
their bio. This link led back to the
brand's Amazon storefront and
stayed in the influencer's bio for 3
weeks. 


› The 5 influencers posted around a
week apart from one another,
bringing the campaign's length to
around 5 weeks.
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Besame
Cosmetics
is a unique beauty

@carlyknighht

brand with a
mission to revive
the classics through
1920s inspired
beauty products. 

Besame's target consumer prefers 

high-quality cosmetics, has an interest 

in vintage products or eras, and has an
appreciation for timeless beauty. During 

the search for influencers, it was important

to keep these characteristics in mind.


When selecting influencers, the brand
considered size of following, engagement 

rate, the influencer's niche, and target
audience. Envision Horizons worked with
Besame to carefully select influencers that had
a history of producing strong content that was
aligned with the brand and its values.

@gabis_vintage
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Besame
Envision Horizons worked with

Influencer

Besame to carefully select
influencers that had a history of
producing strong content that was
aligned with the brand and its values. 


Campaign

@emma.in.lace

@amberortolano

@amberortolano
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Campaign
Results

Influencer performance is recorded
in the table below. Campaign totals
include views, likes, comments, and
shares recorded 3 weeks after
campaign's end.

Campaign Timeline

February 16

February 23

March 1

March 7

March 17

Influencer 1

Influencer 2

Influencer 3

Influencer 4

Influencer 5

Victory Red
Lipstick

Blood Red
Lipstick

Blood Red
Lipstick

Forever Red
Lipstick

Forever Red
Lipstick

Black Cake
Mascara

Black Cake
Mascara

Black Cake
Mascara

Black Cake
Mascara

Black Cake
Mascara

Campaign Performance
Views 437,788

myHorizons Data

Likes 74,443

Comments 425

Shares 244

Drive Amazon Sales with Tik Tok Influencers

Campaign Results

The table displayed below shows the
sales data for Besame's Cake mascara,

Cake 

Mascara
Besame's Cake
Mascara saw a
133% lift in sales

myHorizons Data

which was featured in every video in
the campaign. Data is dating from
January 26 (3 weeks before campaign
start date) to April 7 (3 weeks after
last campaign video was posted). All
data is pulled from myHorizons.


Drive Amazon Sales with Tik Tok Influencers

Campaign Results

The
Flywheel
Effect
Besame saw a
273% increase in
new to brand
customers from
January to March.
myHorizons Data

The Amazon Seller Flywheel is a positive
feedback loop that begins when sellers receive
an influx of new customers. This increased
customer base then results in more sales,
which leads to improved seller rankings and
increased visibility on the Amazon marketplace.
This, in turn, attracts even more customers and
further improves seller rankings. The flywheel
effect can be powerful for driving long-term
growth on Amazon's platform. 


The myHorizons table displayed below shows
data dating from Jan 26 (3 weeks before
campaign start date) to April 7 (3 weeks after
last campaign video was posted). 


Campaign Results

The lipstick shade

Victory Red
This lipstick featured
in Influencer 1's video
on February 16 and
saw a 334% increase
in sales after the
posting date.
The table below shows the performance
of the lipstick featured in the campaign.
All data is pulled from myHorizons.

myHorizons Data

Campaign Results

The lipstick shade

Blood Red
This lipstick featured
in Influencer 2 and 3's
videos on February 23
and March 1. The shade
peaked in sales the
first week of March.
The table below shows the performance
of the lipstick featured in the campaign.
All data is pulled from myHorizons.

myHorizons Data

Campaign Results

The lipstick shade

Forever Red
This lipstick featured
in Influencer 4 and 5's
videos on March 7 and
March 17. The shade
peaked in sales the
last week of March.
The table below shows the performance
of the lipstick featured in the campaign.
All data is pulled from myHorizons.

myHorizons Data

Overall Results

Campaign results
indicate that the
influencer marketing
effort was a success.

The brand saw a lift in sales on Amazon as
a whole and an even greater spike in sales
for the products featured within the
campaign. Besame also saw a lift in sales
on their website, which may also be
attributed to the campaign. 


@carlyknighht

Influencer Partnerships

By engaging with 5 influencers for
Besame's first Amazon campaign,
Envision Horizons was able to report
back on the performance of each
influencer and call out high

A longer-term
partnership resulted
in lower rates from
the influencers, and

performers.

a more seamless
From there, Besame decided to pursue
partnerships with the campaign's two
highest-performing content creators.

collaboration
process for future
campaigns.

@besamecosmetics

@carlyknighht

@emma.in.lace

More From Envision Horizons

Consider working

The advantages of working with an agency

with an Amazon

for Amazon influencer marketing include
streamlined processes, access to our vetted

agency like Envision

creator community, advanced analytics and

Horizons to lead

reporting, logistics management including
payment processing, and access to

your influencer

additional resources.

marketing efforts.
Learn More

Forecasted

View
Details

Ad Spend

46%

74%

14%

ASIN #1

ASIN #2

ASIN #3

$1,648USD

$2,451 USD

$428USD

Show data: This Week
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More From Envision Horizons

At Envision
Horizons, our
influencer marketing
service is offered as
project work.

Campaigns require a minimum
spend of $2,500. Please reach out
to our team for more information
on how you can get started with
influencer marketing for Amazon.

Create a Campaign
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More From Envision Horizons

Our Amazon brand management

Interested in

platform, myHorizons, gives actionable

learning more about

insights by consolidating over 80
Amazon reports to identify trends, the

our reporting tool,

reason the trend occurred, and what

myHorizons?

action is required to fix or grow your
Amazon business. Learn more about
how you can access your month-long

Learn More

free trial here with the promo code
1MONTHTRIAL during check out.

Brand Profitability
Margin

$17,694
Growth 15%

Roadblocks

$120,000
Estimated sales loss

ASIN Profitability

Inventory

75%

View
Details

SKU's

almost out of stock

to rank and win the buy box.

52%
ASIN #1

Forecasting

20

Running out of stock has a negative impact on
your Amazon listing, your account, and your ability

$1,876

$562,000

Monthly Total

Yearly Total

$562,000
Prevous Month

ASIN #2

envisionhorizons.com
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Stay up to date on all
the latest Amazon
announcements!
Envision Horizons' weekly 

eCom newsletter will keep you informed
on what’s new in the marketplace. 


Subscribe for important Amazon
updates, expert opinions and advice,
and other useful tips.
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